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MOBUMM Experiment 

Thiss chapter documents two studies on model-building environments. 
Inn the first study we examine the manner in which subjects use 
MOBUMM to solve model-building tasks. Analyses of the actions of the 
subjectss (novices and experts), verbal communications and interviews 
weree conducted in order to pinpoint to what extent MOBUM is effec-
tivee in supporting modelling tasks and how easy it is to use. The second 
studyy compared novices users of MOBUM and HOMER in performing 
modellingg tasks. The study addresses questions of usability, preferences 
off  the participants for one system over the other, the help functionality 
off  the engine (its usefulness for successful completion of tasks) and the 
perspectivess of participants on the use of such systems. 

6.11 Introductio n 

Thiss chapter describes and discusses the results of two studies performed using our two 
modell  building environments. In the first study, MOBUM, a model building environment 
designedd and implemented within the scope of this research, is used. MOBUM was de-
velopedd based on the outcomes of the experiment with HOMER (see Chapter 3) with the 
goall  of overcoming the problems found therein. MOBUM assists users in developing and 
understandingg qualitative modelling concepts. The research questions addressed in this 
studyy are: a) to what extent are the improvements and features of MOBUM effective in 
supportingg the model building process? and b) Is MOBUM an easy to use model building 
environment?? What are the shortcomings of the current implementation? 

Thee second study is a comparison between the two systems presented in the scope of 
thiss research: MOBUM and HOMER. The main research question in this study addresses 
thee ease of use and the preferences of the users for either model building environment. We 
expectt that the participants will like MOBUM better due to improvements that lead to an 
easierr to use interface. Following this expectation, we also expect that by being easier to 
use,, participants are going to perform better in their modelling tasks and therefore produce 
betterr results. 

Thee chapter is organised as follows. The first study is presented in Sections 6.2 and 
6.3.. The second study is described in Section 6.4. The chapter ends with the conclusions 
andd discussion in Section 6.5. 
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6.22 MOBUM Evaluation 

Thiss section presents the experiment for evaluating MOBUM. The aim is to assert to 
whatt extent the features of MOBUM effectively support users in building models. For 
thatt purpose, three main aspects are considered in this experiment: the progress of the 
participantss during their model building activities, their interaction with the user interface 
andd their qualitative evaluation of the system during an interview. 

6.2.11 Method 

Participants s 

AA total of 7 participants were recruited to take part in the experiment, three of whom 
weree considered novices in model building. One of the three novices never had had any 
contactt with qualitative reasoning and modelling in general. The other two had some basic 
knowledgee about qualitative reasoning but had never experimented with any modelling 
activity.. The remaining four participants were considered to be experts. Experts, in this 
context,, are considered to be users that have built qualitative models before. The purpose 
off  the novice/expert distinction was not to compare the performance of the two, but rather 
too ensure that an adequate range of users was covered. For this purpose, the participants 
weree given tasks which corresponded to their capabilities. In fact, with this experimental 
setupp the help system as well as the user interface could be broadly tested and evaluated. 

Designn and Data Gathered 

Thee assignments were designed to match the participants levels of expertise as much 
ass possible to allow everyone to adequately experience the tool as well as giving us the 
opportunityy to effectively evaluate the embedded help system. Expert users were therefore 
givenn tasks that were difficult to complete and for which we would expect them to require 
somee additional help in order to be able to successfully complete the assignment. The 
samee applied for the tasks given to the novice users. Although they were not as difficult 
ass the ones given to the experts, the probability was high that a beginner would need some 
help. . 

Thee expert subjects were asked to construct a simulation model of an U-tube system 
fromm scratch. The task was essentially the same as the one used in the Homer Experiment 
(seee Appendix B for a complete specification of the assignment). The subjects received 
documentationn containing the assignment, a short explanation of the employed qualitative 
modellingg terms as well as a brief introduction to the MOBUM Environment. 

Forr novices, three sequential assignments were planned. As soon as the subjects com-
pletedd one assignment the following was presented to them. A brief introduction to the 
modellingg task, "Garfield's weight" (see Appendix C for details) was given beforehand. 
Thee main task for the participants was to determine the effect of food intake and physi-
call  exercise on the weight of Garfield. The participants were also handed documentation 
containingg a general introduction to building qualitative models which they were allowed 
too read for 7 minutes. Each session lasted one hour. 
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Additionally,, in both situations (novices and experts) a drawing, illustrating the sit-
uationn the participants should model, was available in the SketchPad, the drawing tool 
off  MOBUM. So, for the experts, a drawing of the U-Tube system was available and for 
novicess a drawing of the Garfield system. The participants were not requested to use 
thee drawing as a reference. It was explained that the drawing depicted only a general 
overvieww of the system they should model, see Figure 6.1 for illustration. 

Figuree 6.1 
Thee drawing available for the novices in the experiment. 

Al ll  computer actions as well as verbal data for each of the sessions were recorded on 
videoo in order to facilitate analysis. Two types of data were collected in order to evaluate 
MOBUM:: 1) screen information and 2) the verbal utterances of the participants. Partici-
pantss were asked to think aloud as much as possible. An added value of the "think aloud" 
protocoll  is that the user provides us with valuable information regarding the reasoning 
underlyingg the actions taken during the model building task. 

Inn order to evaluate the user interface and its usability, the heuristic evaluation method 
wass used [83], as was also done previously in the evaluation of the user interface of Homer 
inn Chapter 3. A usability problem occurs whenever a participant sets out to accomplish a 
taskk but fails to do so due to an unexpected behaviour of the model building environment. 

Inn order to measure the usefulness of the help system, we observed at which moments 
aa help agent was requested and if the given feedback was sufficient for clearing the doubts 
off  the subjects about the problem at hand. Additionally, the questions posed by the par-
ticipantss to the experiment leader were analysed to verify whether they were in principle 
coveredd by the implemented help system in which case they could just as well have been 
solvedd by the help agents. While the participant completed each task, the experimenter 
notedd the number of times an agent was used and the number of different approaches 
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attemptedd within the help system (that is: the type of agent-based help facility that was 
consulted).. In order to measure the participants' performance, the models they created 
weree compared to existing models created by experts. 

6.33 Results of the MOBUM Evaluation 

Thiss section describes the results of the MOBUM evaluation following the approach taken 
inn Chapter 3. Firstly we describe confusions and misconceptions detected during model 
buildingg activities (Section 6.3.1). Every description is followed by an explanation, ex-
ampless and, in some instances, protocol fragments. This part also includes a discussion 
aboutt the usage of agents. Secondly, the feedback of the participants on the user inter-
facee is presented (Section 6.3.2). This feedback is analysed within the framework of the 
Heuristicc Evaluation method. Notice that in the following two sections the results are 
dividedd into two categories according to the level of the participants, i.e. either novice 
orr expert. Finally, the qualitative evaluations of the participants of the model building 
environmentt are presented, Section 6.3.3. 

6.3.11 Model building activities 

Novices s 

Similarr to what was done in Chapter 3, the problems encountered by the participants 
duringg the model building activities are classified into types. The types used in Chapter 3 
aree summarised in Table 6.1. Notice that below in this section a few additional problem 
typess are defined (notably 16, 17, and 18) in order to describe the MOBUM evaluation 
results. . 

Understandingg and using the concept of an isa hierarchy (Type 1). One participant 
failedd to understand that while creating the entities and thereby specifying its super-
type,, the is-a hierarchy is automatically defined. The participant defined an explicit 
is-aa relation between two entities (Garfield is-a cat) in the Structure Builder as well 
ass in the Scenario Builder. This is possibly due to the fact that in the Structure 
builderr the user creates the hierarchy of entities, the attributes, as well as relations 
betweenn those entities. 

Understandingg the relation between a Quantity and its Quantity Space (Type 3). 
Onee of the participants did not realise that every quantity space has its own specific 
namee and therefore named the quantity space with a quantity name. The name 
off  the values in the quantity space, however, were all correct (E.g. Fat, normal, 
skinny). skinny). 

P5:: Garfield has another 'Quantity Space', Weightl 

Understandingg a Model Fragment Type and its implications (Type 4). When 
addingg a new item to a model fragment, the user interface requests the user to 
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NR R Type e Definition n 

6 6 

7 7 

8 8 

9 9 

10 0 

11 1 

12 2 

13 3 

14 4 

15 5 

Understandingg and using the con-
ceptt isa hierarchy 
Decidingg upon which quantities to 
define e 

Understandingg the relation between 
aa Quantity and its Quantity Space 

Understandingg a Model Fragment 
Typee and its implications 

Decidingg upon structural decompo-
sition n 

Decidingg upon which behaviour to 
assignn to which entity 
Understandingg and using the notion 
off  configuration 
Thee difference between an Attribute 
andd a Quantity 

Understandingg Quantity Space def-
initions s 
Understandingg and using depen-
dencies s 
Understandingg the organisation of 
Modell  Fragments (and Scenarios) 

Understandingg the differences 
betweenn generic knowledge (i.e. 
types)) and instantiated knowledge 
(i.e.. user-defined names) and 
knowingg when to apply either 

Nott knowing how to specify values 

Decidingg upon which values to in-
cludee in a quantity space 
Attribute-Configurationn confusion 

Thee user's awareness of the fact that entities should be 
hierarchicallyy organised. 
Onee of the principal tasks when modelling a system con-
sistss of defining the quantities that describe the behaviour 
off  its entities. 
Thee understanding of the two concepts quantity and 
quantityy space and how they are used within the ontol-
ogy. . 
Thee understanding the different types of model fragments 
ass well as how the knowledge they represent must be or-
ganised. . 
Thiss category is concerned with the way that entities are 
usedd in different contexts as opposed to focussing on the 
entitiess themselves. 
Relatingg quantities to the right entities. 

Thee understanding of the configuration concept as well 
ass knowing where and how to use it. 
Thee understanding the difference between describing an 
entity'ss static features, conceptualised as attributes in the 
vocabularyy of GARP, and its dynamic behaviour, repre-
sentedd by quantities in the same ontology. 
Understandingg the rules for defining quantity spaces. 

Understandingg of the different types of dependencies and 
theirr correct use in model fragments and scenarios. 
Understandingg of the different types of knowledge and 
howw they can be specified within model fragments and 
scenarios. . 
Understandingg the difference between: 1) Generic 
knowledge,, which in our ontology includes the entities 
off  the isa-hierarchy, configurations, quantities and quan-
tityy spaces. 2) Instantiated knowledge, categorising in-
stancess and occurrences of generic knowledge used in 
modell  fragments and scenarios in order to express a spe-
cificc situation. Different instances of the same concept 
aree identified by user-defined names. 
Unawarenesss of the role of defining initial values espe-
ciallyy in scenarios. 

Optimall  definition of values for expressing the change of 
behaviourr of quantities. 
Conceptuall  misunderstanding as to the correct use of at-
tributess and configurations. 

Tablee 6.1 
Identifiedd Types of Problems. 

choosee whether that item will be a conditional or a consequential knowledge item. 
Whilee creating a model fragment, two participants pointed out that they did not 
understandd the notions of Conditions and Consequences. 
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Thee difference between an Attribut e and a Quantity (Type 8). One of the partici-
pantss confounded the 'attribute' concept with that of a quantity. Consequently, 
thee participant defined all the quantities in the model using attributes (E.g. Weight). 

Understandingg Quantity Space definitions (Type 9). The difference between the no-
tionss of 'points' and 'intervals' was unclear to one of the participants. 

P1:: I am not sure when it should be a 'point' or an 'interval'. 

Anotherr participant was intrigued by the existence of the default quantity space 
'MZP'.. Remarkably, the same participant defined quantity spaces upsidedown. 

Understandingg and using dependencies (Type 10). One of the participants wanted to 
addd an influence to a Scenario. Another participant requested help of the experiment 
leaderr to clarify the difference between an influence and a proportionality. 

Nott  understanding derivatives (Type 16). This type refers to misunderstanding the 
meaningg of a derivative's values. A participant was in doubt about the derivative 
optionn when adding a quantity to a model fragment. At that point, the derivative of 
thee quantity could have been specified but the participant did not know yet what it 
meant. . 

Confusionn between entities and quantities in the Structure Builder  (Type 17). 
Twoo subjects defined what they intended to be quantities as entities in the Structure 
Builderr (E.g., "weight" and "amount of food" were defined as entities). 

Figuree 6.2 gives an overview of the amount of misconceptions/problems participants 
had,, categorised according to the identified types. In total the three novices encountered 
244 difficulties. 

lillLji i 
Typee 1 Type 3 Type 4 Type 8 Type 9 Type 10 Type 16 Type 17 

3 3 

Figuree 6.2 
Numberr of Problems categorised according to the above mentioned types (Novices). 
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Runningg a simulation. Within the novice group, only one participant (PI) did not com-
pletee the creation of a scenario following the first assignment and therefore was not able 
too run the model using the simulator. The other novices integrally finished the first as-
signmentt and simulated their models. The last of the three participants finished the first 
assignmentt in 40 minutes and the second assignment in 8 minutes. Interestingly, this 
participantt decided to manipulate initial values in the scenario and recheck the results by 
rerunningg the simulation. 

Helpp and support on model building activities. Without exception all novices found 
thee agents useful and essential. The agent-based help facility was essential in aiding 
thee participants in solving conceptual problems. For example, two participants (PI, P2) 
wronglyy specified the quantities in their models as entities using the Structure Builder 
(Typee 17). When specifying a model fragment, one of them realised that it was not possi-
blee to define dependencies between 'entities' but only between 'quantities'. So, the par-
ticipantticipant backtracked and consulted the agent to understand what had been done wrongly. 
Inn doing so, the participant learned what the mistake was. The following protocol was 
extractedd from the interview with the participant. 

P1:: I had never built models before. It is a complex activity and I had to learn it 
now... . 
II had to develop the concepts while I built the model (e.g., Garfield is an entity; 
weightt is a quantity) Now it all makes more sense... 
Thee feedback and the suggestions are positive features and are very useful. 

Ass already pointed out, this participant (PI) had no knowledge about (qualitative) 
modellingg and consequently also no understanding about 'points' and 'intervals' in a 
quantityy space. But during the process of creating a quantity space, the participant learned 
aboutt them. It took the participant 15 minutes to specify the first quantity space, 2 minutes 
forr the second and 30 seconds for the third. In another case (Type 16), after consulting 
thee agents, the participant found the explanation about derivatives and understood their 
meaning.. Later, the participant returned and used the concepts correctly. 

Tablee 6.2 summarises the types of problems novices encountered during their model 
buildingg activities. We verified who solved the problems (agents or experiment leader) 
andd checked whether the problems solved by the experiment leader could also have been 
solvedd by consulting the agents. 

Discussionn and Conclusions. It is encouraging to see that almost all the problems en-
counteredd by the participants were or could have been solved by consulting the agent-
basedd help facility. Only the order of the values of a quantity space was not covered by 
thee agent-based help facility. A mechanism to verify this order as well as an explanation 
aboutt the reason behind it should be included in the agents. Additionally, not too many 
typess of errors occurred and it is interesting to notice that most of the ones that did occur 
weree similar to problems participants had in the HOMER experiment, only fewer. In the 
HOMERR experiment, 15 types of problems were encountered by four participants, see 
Tablee 6.1, while in the MOBUM experiment 8 types were encountered. Among these 8 
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Type e 

1 1 
3 3 
4 4 
8 8 
9 9 
9 9 
10 0 
16 6 
17 7 

Duringg the experiment solved by 

Experimentt Leader 
Participantt and agents 
Participantt and agents 

Experimentt Leader 
Concepts:: point/interval: agent 

QSS upsidedown: Experiment Leader 
Experimentt Leader and help 

Agents s 
Agents s 

Answerr available via the agent-based help facility 

/ / 
/ / 
/ / 
/ / 
/ / 
no o 

/ / 
/ / 
/ / 

Tablee 6.2 
Summaryy of problems with model activities (Types). 

problemm types two new types emerged, Type 16 and Type 17. These problem types were 
neww types which had not beenn observed in the HOMER Experiment. 

Consideringg the four categories defined in Chapter 3, all the problem types found 
inn the MOBUM experiment fall into the category of model building Concepts. Figure 
6.33 illustrates the average number of errors that participants had in the HOMER experi-
mentt compared with the average of the number of errors encountered by the novices in 
MOBUM.. Certainly, the assignment given to the novices cannot be compared to the as-
signmentt given to the participants in the HOMER experiment. Thus, we did not expect 
too find errors concerning structuring the model and scoping the model in the MOBUM 
experimentt since that assignment did not enforce such decisions. Additionally, the draw-
ingg which was given to the participants in the SketchPad of MOBUM may have been 
off  help for the participants because it already included the main model ingredients, the 
entityy Garfield and the quantities. Moreover, the SketchPad information is also used by 
thee agents in order to support the participants. On the other hand, problems concern-
ingg the categories of model building concepts and representing the model were expected. 
Thee novices did not have conceptual knowledge and also did not know how to represent 
thatt knowledge. Therefore, looking at the number of problems encountered (only in the 
modelmodel building concepts category) and how these problems were solved, or could have 
beenn solved, suggests that MOBUM indeed supports the model building process. 

Experts s 

Thee results of the analysis of problems encountered by the expert users during their model 
buildingg activities are also classified into Types. The enumeration of the types follows the 
samee scheme as presented in Table 6.1 and when a problem encountered does not belong 
too any of the already defined types a new type is created. Similarly, the enumeration of 
eachh problem is followed by an example and a protocol transcription when appropriate. 

Understandingg and using relations (Type 7). One of the participants had a persistent 
problemm with creating structural relations and was constantly creating and deleting 
modell  ingredients of this sort. It seems that the participant was not sure where the 
structurall  relation should be specified and was constantly trying new configurations 
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 MOBUM-

Scoping g Structuringg M odel Building Representing the 
Conceptss Model 

Figuree 6.3 
Resultss of the MOBUM experiment (novices) and HOMER Results. 

withinn the Structure Builder. Later, during a model fragment creation, the same 
participantt requested help for specifying a relation, which was strange, as the person 
hadd already created such a relation using the Structure Builder. It seems that there 
wass a conceptual confusion with regard to using relations. 

Understandingg and using dependencies (Type 10). 
theirr confusion about dependencies. 

Twoo participants demonstrated 

P3:: In fact, I would like to know what exactly is a proportionality... 
P4:: I am wondering where I need (to specify) the direction of the 'flow' 

Anotherr participant requested help regarding the specification of inequalities be-
tweenn a quantity and its value and in another instance this person inquired about 
creatingg an inequality featuring three quantities (Flow = PI - P2). Yet another par-
ticipantt was puzzled when creating an inequality using 3 quantities. The problem 
off  this participant was partially attributable to the tool and partially to the fact that 
thee participant was unacquainted with this particular modelling issue. 

Understandingg model fragment organisation (Type 11). Although no help was re-
quested,, participant P3 demonstrated difficulties in understanding the differences 
betweenn conditions and consequences. 

Runningg a model without a scenario (Type 18). Three of the experts asked whether 
itt was possible to run a simulation with their model at a time when they had not yet 
createdd a scenario. They had to be told that it was not possible because a scenario 
iss essential for running a simulation. 

Thee types identified above were compiled and categorised based on the questions that 
thee participants asked to the experiment leader as well as on observations made by the 
experimentt leader after having concluded the experiment. Figure 6.4 shows the occur-
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rencee of problems classified according to their type. In total the experts encountered 10 
difficulties. . 

Typee 7 Type 10 Type 11 Type 18 

Figuree 6.4 
Numberr of problems classified according to the identified types (Experts). 

Runningg a simulation. Table 6.3 gives an overview of the models produced by the 
participants.. Although there were some missing model parts, all participants were able to 
finishfinish their assignment. Two participants were able to actually run a simulation and get a 
behaviourr prediction. The other two were able to run their model, but their simulation did 
nott result in any states due to missing model ingredients in their models. 

Usingg the simulation inspection tools embedded in MOBUM, these participants tried 
too verify, for instance, which model fragments fired during the simulation. In fact, all 
createdd model fragments should have fired during the simulation. So, they went on de-
buggingg their models in order to solve the problem. However, due to the short time left 
(eachh session lasted one hour), the debugging session was not successfully completed . 

P3 3 
P4 4 
P6 6 
P7 7 

Finishh the Assignment 

/ / 
/ / 
/ / 
/ / 

Runn Simulation 

no o 
no o 
/ / 
/ / 

Missingg Parts 

Modell  Fragment: a dependency, Scenario: Initial Values 
Scenario:: Initial Values and an inequality 

Scenario:: an inequality 

Tablee 6.3 
Statee of the models created by the expert users. 

Helpp and support on model building activities. The experts did not seem to use the 
agentsagents to solve problems. When the experts got stuck, they consulted the experiment 
leader.. However, the participants might as well have consulted the agents, as their prob-
lemss could have been dealt with using the agent-based help facility, see Table 6.4. They 
onlyy used the agents to assess the help potential by trying the help in different situations. 
However,, when trying the agents they got inspired with the advices given. 

Anotherr support feature frequently consulted was the SketchPad, the drawing tool of 
MOBUM,, which had the U-Tube drawing on it. The participants were consulting the 
drawingg in order to verify if their model included all the details presented in the drawing. 
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Type e 

7 7 
10 0 
11 1 
18 8 

Duringg the experiment solved by 

Experimentt Leader 
Experimentt Leader 
Experimentt Leader 
Experimentt Leader 

Answerr available via the agent-based help facility 

/ / 
/ / 
/ / 
/ / 

Tablee 6.4 
Summaryy of problems with Model Activities (Types). 

Discussionn and conclusions. Only a few types of problems were detected with the ex-
perts.. Three out of the four types appeared also in the experiment with HOMER (Type 7, 
10,, and 11). It is interesting to notice that two of these types of problems, Understanding 
andand using dependencies and Understanding model fragment organisation, were the main 
problemss encountered during the experiment with Homer. The new type, Type 18, that 
appearedd in the MOBUM experiment was Running a model without a scenario. 

Categorisingg the encountered problems according to the four types as defined in Chap-
terr 3 most of the problems belong to the class of model building Concepts and just one 
problemm to the Representing the Model category. Figure 6.5 shows a comparison between 
thee problems encountered in the MOBUM and HOMER experiments. Remarkably, in 
HOMERR a total of 67 problems were observed while in MOBUM only 10 problems were 
observed.. These results indicate that the features implemented in MOBUM, e.g. agent-
basedd help facilities and SketchPad, helped in overcoming problems and therefore better 
supportedd modelers in building their models. 

00 25 

11 20 
II  15 

10 0 

5 5 

0 0 
Scopingg Structuring Model Building Representing 

Conceptss the Model 

Categories s 

Figuree 6.5 
MOBUMM experiment results (experts) versus HOMER experiment results. 

Figuree 6.6 summarises the usage of the agents by our novice and expert participants. 
Ass expected, the novices requested help in all the builders and the requested help was of 
differentt kinds. Experts on the other hand needed help mainly in the context of model 
fragmentss and they accessed the local agent most frequently. This may be explained by 
thee fact that creating a model fragment involves manipulation of all the single model in-
gredientss created previously, as well as determining relations between them. Apparently, 
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aa M I ihj 
Structuree Builder Quantity Builder Quantity Space Model Fragment Scenario Builder 

Builderr Builder 

DD Cross Builder 

Experts s 

 How to 

 What is 

DD Local 

OO Cross Builder 

Structuree Bulkier Quantity Builder Quantity Space Model Fragment Scenario Builder 

Builderr Builder 

Figuree 6.6 
Usagee of the agents by novices and experts. 

thee local agent could serve as a kind of memory to the users by suggesting possible actions 
withinn the builder. 

6.3.22 Results: User Interface Evaluation 

Ass was also done in the experiment with HOMER, Chapter 3, the problems encountered 
whilee using the tool were catalogued according to the heuristic evaluation method [83]. 
Thiss section provides an overview of the results found during the evaluation sessions, 
includingg a list of events where the identified heuristics were violated. The results for the 
novicess and experts are presented separately as before. 

Novices s 

General.. The system allows users to select objects with which the participant may do 
nothingg afterwards. The participants got confused because they thought that all 
thatt could be selected could be subsequently manipulated (which was not the case) 
(Violationn of: Error Prevention). 

Mainn window. Two of the subjects did not find the way to access the Model Fragment 
Builder.. They sought their answer trying out all menu bar options. The experiment 
leaderr had to tell them that it was only possible to access the Model Fragment 
Builderr through the main toolbar buttons (Violation of: Visibility of system status). 
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Modell  fragment librar y window. Double clicking on the type of a Model Fragment 
wass expected to initiate a new Model Fragment by one of the subjects (Violation 
of:: Consistency and Standards). 

Creatingg a new quantity space. In the Quantity Space Builder dialog, the 'Below' and 
'Above'' buttons were confusing when there was no value (initial situation). Two 
subjectss had a problem with using these buttons under those conditions (Violation 
of:: Visibility of system status). It was also noticed by the actions of one of the 
participantss that the task of changing a point to an interval was missing in this 
window.. In fact, this task is not supported by the system. In this case, the way out 
iss to delete the created value and create a new one again. (Violation of: User control 
andand freedom). 

Scenarioo builder. At two instances, one of the subjects was confused by the Scenario 
Builderr because it looked too similar to the Model Fragment builder. Consequently, 
thee subject did not know for sure whether he was working on a scenario or on a 
modell  fragment (Violation of: Visibility of system status). A missing functionality 
detectedd by the actions of one of the subjects was the possibility to just copy and 
pastee objects from a model fragment to a scenario (Violation of: User control and 
freedom). freedom). 

Modell  Fragment Builder. One of the subjects intended to change the quantity space 
off  a Quantity that belonged to a Model Fragment. However, the system does not 
alloww the modification of a quantity if it is used elsewhere in the model (Violation 
of:: User control and freedom). 

Experts s 

General.. User selections are used in MOBUM to determine the intended modelling 
actions.. Multiple selections can therefore not be used to move several items as is 
normallyy done in mainstream graphical user interfaces. (Violation of: Consistency 
andand Standards). 

Afterr giving an error message, the system aborts the task that is currently being 
workedd on and the user is forced to start over (Violation of: Error prevention). 

Thee system allows users to select objects with which the participant may do nothing 
afterwards.. After having selected an object, the system allows the user to do nothing 
withh it by blocking every action which will lead to inconsistencies. It would be more 
sensiblee to not let the user select the object in the first place. (Violation of: Visibility 
ofof system status). 

Modell  fragment library . Double clicking a Model Fragment does not open the model 
fragmentt in the builder in order to edit its content (Violation of: Consistency and 
Standards). Standards). 
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Quantityy Space builder. The value "zero" in the 'New QS' was not visible to one of 
thee participants. (Violation of: Visibility of system status). The participant did 
nott notice the default presence of the value "zero" in the 'New QS' dialog. He 
consequentlyy added the value 'zero'. 

Scenarioo builder. Two of the subjects complained about the absence of the copy and 
pastee mechanism. The participants did not want to specify everything again like 
theyy had done in the model fragment builder. 

P4:: Can I copy and paste? 
Iss there a way to include these (all quantities) automatically? 

P6:: I am not going to model everything again? Right? 

Discussionn and conclusions. Figure 6.7 presents an overview of the heuristics violated 
inn the MOBUM study, for novices as well as experts. The heuristic violations from the 
experimentt with HOMER are also included for comparative purposes. Notice that the 
numberr of errors are averaged over the subjects. Most of the occurrences of errors and 
complaintss are related to the Visibility of the System Status. This was true for both novices 
andd experts which used MOBUM (but also in the HOMER experiment). Even when con-
sideringg both, novices and experts, the users in MOBUM encountered much less usability 
problemss than the users of HOMER. Additionally, some of the errors encountered were 
duee to the existence of simple bugs, e.g. the double-clicking on a model fragment name 
inn the Model Fragment Library and allowing the selection of objects that the user could 
nott do anything with. These bugs should be fixed in a next version of the software. 

Speciall  attention should be given to redesigning the window for creating a new quan-
tityy space (i.e. the 'New QS Dialog'). Novices as well as experts experienced problems 
usingg this editor. Another point of disappointment for most of the participants, was the 
missingg functionality of a 'copy' and 'paste' mechanism, especially while creating sce-
narios.. Participants thought that it would be possible to copy and paste objects that had 
alreadyy been created thereby substantially reducing their efforts. 

 MOBUM-Novtes 

 MOBUM-Expem 

DD HOMER Results 

Errorr Prevention Visibility of System UserGintroland Consistency and Flexibility and 
Statuss Freedom Standards Efficiency of Use 

Figuree 6.7 
Heuristicss violated in MOBUM (novices and experts) and HOMER. 
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6.3.33 Reflection of the Users 

Thiss section provides an overview of the results obtained from the evaluation sessions 
includingg the analysis of interviews and a list of useful comments and suggestions made 
byy the participants concerning the overall design of the tool. Phrases such as "What do 
youu think about the environment?", "What do you like about the tool?", "What did you 
nott like?", "What are your suggestions for improvement?" were frequently used during 
thee interview to elicit more information from users. 

Whatt  did you lik e about MOBUM ? Table 6.5 shows the answers of the participants 
whenn asked to describe which features they liked most about the tool. Except for one 
participantt (P6), all participants explicitly mentioned that they liked the agent-based help 
facilitiess and were positive about its usefulness. Only one of the participants did not com-
mentt on the 'visual appearance' of MOBUM (P2), all the others made positive comments 
aboutt the overall user interface design (icons, graphics). Two participants (P3, P7) appre-
ciatedd the compositional nature of the Structure Builder. One participant compared the 
Structuree Builder to an ontology builder. 

PI I 

P2 2 
P5 5 

P3 3 

P4 4 

P6 6 
P7 7 

Overalll  comments on goodd features 
(i)) The feedback and suggestions are a good feature, very helpful. 
(ii)) The help is essential. 
(iii )) Visually, diagrammatic, is very good. 
(i)) It was not so difficult to build the model. 
(i)) The agents are really useful. Especially, the local agent, which gives feedback in 
yourr model. 
(ii)) Visually, diagrammatic, is very good. The graphics are nice. 

(i)) I like the agents. The overall approach to build models is quite ok. 
(ii)) I like the way it looks; The builders are self explanatory. 
(i)) I liked the agents, especially the 'Cross builder' because it gives advises about the 
content. . 
(ii)) The icons in the environment are clear. For example, in the Structure Builder, it 
lookss like an ontology builder. 
(i)) I liked it! 
(i)) The agents put me on the trail. 
(ii)) I liked the 'Sketch Pad'. 
(iii )) The different ways to initiate the creation of things (menu + toolbar). 
(iv)) The interface moving things around. 
(v)) I think the Structure Builder is an improvement. 

Tablee 6.5 
Generall  impressions about MOBUM (novices: PI, P2, and P5, experts: P3, P4, P6, and P7). 

Commentss and suggestions for  improvements During the interviews the participants 
weree asked to suggest the features which in their view should be improved. They were 
alsoo asked to comment on the overall design of MOBUM. The answers, summarised in 
Tablee 6.6, indicate that the comments/suggestions could be roughly grouped into two 
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broadd categories, one concerning the features of the agents, the other concerning the user 
interfacee design, considering both its presentation and functionality. 

Thee first group of general comments/suggestions points out the need for changes in 
somee of the features of the agents. Two suggestions referred to the detailed textual infor-
mationn inside an agent dialogue (the advices). One problem with displaying advice was 
thatt all further suggestions for possible model building actions were based on the content 
off  the model at that specific instant. The amount of information given was sometimes 
excessive.. Indeed, two participants (P3, P4) acknowledged during the interview, that the 
advicee highlighted too many issues for a user to process. P3 suggested that the advices 
shouldd have an order of relevance and stressed the need for having a more direct feed-
backk in the form of e.g. "Now, build your scenario". Similar suggestions were given by a 
novicee (P5) who asked for more guidance on the sequence of model building tasks. Two 
participantss (PI, P2) suggested changes concerning the 'static agents', How to and What 
is.is. In their view, the textual information contained 'too many similar words'. Also a par-
ticipantt suggested that the static agents could be made part of the main application (i.e. 
moree global) instead of being available within each builder in order to avoid confusion in 
thee builders. 

Onee participant, P5, would like to have an overview of what the agents could do. The 
participantt had only used some of the agents because he did not know in which way they 
couldd have helped him. 

Although,, within the static agents it is possible to navigate through the contents via 
hyper-links,, one of the participants missed the functionality of searching for keywords. 

Thee second group of comments/suggestions refers to the design of the user interface 
whichh also reflects the way in which model concepts are created and manipulated. One 
participantt (P5) was skeptical about the model building tasks and the design of the tools. 
Thee participant thought both, tasks and tools, were extremely complex. One point cited 
wass the quantity space concept attached to a quantity. For the participant, a quantity is a 
conceptt (e.g. 'weight') that has a set of possible values (skinny, normal and fat) and there-
foree it is not necessary to use another concept (the quantity space) to represent this set of 
values.. Missing functionalities were noticed especially within the model fragment and 
scenarioo builders. They were pointed out by two of the participants, P3 and P6. Firstly, 
theyy suggested that a hide/show functionality should be implemented in order to aid one 
inn focusing on just a subset of a model fragment's aspects, thereby avoiding the risk of 
aa cluttered visual representation of the complete model fragment. Secondly they sug-
gestedd the implementation of a 'copy' and 'paste' mechanism. In fact, most participants 
weree frustrated by the way in which a scenario had to be built, as they needed to create 
knowledgee which was already obvious from the contents of a previously created model 
fragment.. Two contradictory comments were made about the Structure Builder. While 
aa novice (P2) thought that it was confusing to specify entities, relations and attributes 
insidee the same builder, an expert, P7, commented that the Structure Builder was like 
ann ontology builder. P4 complained about the way in which relations are built. Instead 
off  selecting origin and destination and subsequently naming the relation, the participant 
wouldd rather have preferred to draw a line between the entities involved and then to give 
itt a name. The same participant also did not appreciate the fact of being obliged to specify 
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Commentss or suggestions 

PI I 

P2 2 

P5 5 

(i)) In the Builder's Help there is too many similar terms: *The QS Builder is the place to create 
Quantityy Spaces..." 

(i)) I suggest not to put all agents in all builders. The 'what is' and 'how to' could be placed as 
generall  help. 
(ii )) The Structure Builder is ambiguous because you have the is-a and also other relations be-
tweenn entities. 

(i)) Extremely complex both the task and the tool. For instance, the idea of having the Quantity 
Spacee concept attached to an object (quantity). 
(ii )) It should have more guidance towards sequence in which the tasks should be performed. Like 
whenn booking a flight, you have 5 steps, now you are in 'step 1' go to 'step 2'. 
(iii )) Maybe it could have an explanation about what the agents do. I did not use others (only 
'whatt is' and 'local') because I did not know what they could do for me. 

P33 (i) Sometimes the agents gave too much advisors widi complex sentences. I think the advises 
shouldd have an order of relevance. The agent does not say when you are finished. I would like 
too have something like: Now, build your scenario. The agents advises are not conclusive instead 
theyy are open feedback. 
(ii )) A help about 'calculus' should be more explicit. 
(iii )) The system should give precise feedback, for instance, concerning the order of the relations 
(LHSS and RHS). 
(iv)) The Model Fragment Builder gets cluttered when a number of model ingredients are in-
cluded. . 

P44 (i) The agents are sometimes a bit too much. 
(ii )) Defining structural relations were not straightforward, it was complicated. I prefer to draw a 
linee between the entities and after that to give a name. Also, I would rather prefer to specify a 
relationn in a Model Fragment without being obliged to create it beforehand in the other builder 
(Structuree Builder). 

P66 (i) Debugging the model is difficult. 
(ii )) Help: different levels of the problem that I have, you can not search for keywords. 
(iii )) The way of building a scenario: copy and past is missing. 
(iv)) The representation of the quantity on the screen is too much, not needed. I miss the 
'hide/show**  functionality. 
(v)) The notion of conditions and consequences confuses me. Two parts in one editor. 

P77 (i) I did not like the extra steps: deciding what to include from a conditional model fragment. 

Tablee 6.6 
Commentss and suggestions for improvement. 

thee building blocks before using them in the model constructs. 

6.44 Comparison Study between MOBUM and HOMER 

Thiss section describes the comparison study between MOBUM and HOMER using novice 
modell  builders. The main goal of this comparison study was to see whether differences 
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couldd be found in the preferences of the participants for MOBUM or HOMER, and thus 
whichh one is more easy to use. 

Wee anticipated that participants would prefer MOBUM above HOMER mainly due to 
twoo reasons. Firstly, because of the agent-based help facility implemented in MOBUM, 
participantss would be able to find answers to questions such as "How to do this?" or 
"Whatt does it mean?", whereas in HOMER no help is provided in this way. Secondly, 
MOBUMM was expected to be easier to use, because the user interface of MOBUM looks 
moree familiar to computer users. This is mainly attributable to the more common way of 
interactingg with the user interface, e.g. the main options within the builders are available 
inn the menu as well as in the toolbar following the general trend of mainstream desktop 
applications. . 

6.4.11 Method 

Twoo situations with alternative sequences in which both programs were presented to the 
userr are compared within this study. The situation in which the participant uses MOBUM 
firstfirst and subsequently HOMER is labelled MOBUM-HOMER for short. The inverse 
situationn is labelled HOMER-MOBUM. 

Participants s 

Twenty-eightt first-year Psychology students were asked to participate in this study. Since 
thee participants were first-year university students, we could be quite certain that they 
hadd littl e knowledge about building qualitative models. In addition, we ensured that none 
off  the participants had had any previous contact with the two software systems being 
evaluated. . 

Designn and Data Gathered 

Thee participants were randomly divided into two groups of 14 students. One of the groups 
startedd working with MOBUM for one hour and then changed to HOMER using it for 
thirtyy more minutes. For the other group the order of the two programs was reversed, i.e. 
onee hour using HOMER and subsequently 30 minutes using MOBUM. 

Participantss were asked to complete tasks which were tailored to match their level 
off  competence to allow them to adequately experience the functionality of both systems. 
Whilee working on the various assignments we kept in mind that the time available for 
performingg the tasks was limited. Furthermore, the main goal of the assignments was to 
providee the participants with the possibility of using all the functionality of the systems 
soo as to be better equipped to answer the questionnaires. The safest way of guaranteeing 
thatt the participants used all of the functionality of the system was to initially give them 
simplee model building tasks and later guide them towards more complex aspects of model 
building. . 

Att the beginning of each session, the experiment leader explained the experiment to 
thee participant as well as the goals emphasising that we were not evaluating their model 
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buildingg nor their computer skills but the quality and usability of the systems. They were 
thenn asked to complete the first questionnaire. The first questionnaire (A) was about the 
generall  attitude towards the use of computers. It gathers general information about the 
participants,, such as, weekly time spent using computers, attitude towards computer tasks 
andd preference of using a computer over watching TV. 

Afterr the introduction to the experiment, the participants were given eight minutes to 
readd a short introduction about qualitative modelling. This introduction was accessible 
too them for the duration of the whole experiment. Subsequently, the assignment was 
handedd out. Each participant was left alone in a room with semi-transparent/one-way 
glassess so that the experiment leader could monitor the actions of the participant without 
intervening.. In the case the participants had problems they were allowed to call for help 
fromm the experiment leader. 

Thee assignment consisted of building a Garfield model using each one of the two 
modell  building systems. Thus, first one hour with MOBUM and then half an hour with 
HOMER,, or the other way around. The participants were then asked to complete four 
questionnaires.. The first two questionnaires referred to their experiences with the sys-
tems:: one referring to MOBUM (QM), the other to HOMER (QH). The third question-
nairee (comp) referred to a direct comparison between the two systems and the fourth 
questionnairee (E) was concerned with a general evaluation of the experiment. Table 6.7 
givess an overview of the sequence of tasks, the time to complete the tasks and question-
naires.. Additional data was gathered by counting the model ingredients produced by the 
participantss with the goal of verifying their productivity when working with the systems. 
Appendixx C.3 presents the complete questionnaires. 

Condition n 

Mobum-Homer r 
Homer-Mobum m 

Quest t 
77 min. 

A A 
A A 

Tasks s 
88 min. 

readingg introduction 
readingg introduction 

600 min. 
Mobum m 
Homer r 

300 min. 
Homer r 
Mobum m 

Questionnaire e 
155 min. 

QM M 
QH H 

QH H 
QM M 

Comp p 
Comp p 

E E 
E E 

Tablee 6.7 
Sequencee of the questionnaires and tools in the experiment. 

Thee QM and QH questionnaires, collected the opinions of the participants about the 
tools,, MOBUM and HOMER, on the (ranked) issues of: overall user interface design, 
thee ease of use of the system, the helpfulness of the help system provided by the tool 
(seee Table 6.8). The questions were measured using a 5-point scale ranging from 1 ("I 
disagree")) to 5 ("I agree"). Only one option could be selected. 

Thee Comp questionnaire forced the participants to make a direct comparison between 
thee two systems. In this questionnaire a small adjustment was made in order to account for 
thee order in which both programs were used, i.e. either MOBUM-HOMER or HOMER-
MOBUM.. In the case the participant worked first with MOBUM the question in this 
questionnairee takes the following format: MOBUM is easier to user than HOMER. Had 
thee participant used HOMER first the question would be the same but then formulated 
withh the order of the program names inverted: HOMER is easier to user than MOBUM. 

Finally,, the last questionnaire was concerned with a general evaluation of the exper-
iment,, the assignment and the software packages. It includes issues such as the clarity 
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11 The various screens of [MOBUM][HOMER] are insightful and understandable 
22 The program [MOBUM][HOMER] is ease to use 
33 The use of colour in [MOBUM] [HOMER] is insightful and understandable 
44 The error messages that [MOBUM] [HOMER] presents are good 
55 The help and support that [MOBUM] [HOMER] offers is good 
66 The icons used in [MOBUM] [HOMER] are insightful and understandable 
77 The navigation between the different screens of [MOBUM] [HOMER] is user friendly 

Tablee 6.8 
Questionss of QM and QH questionnaires. 

off  the tasks in the assignment and the suitability of the systems. See Table 6.9 for the 

completee list. 

11 The assignment in the experiment was clearly formulated 
22 Software systems, such as the ones used in the experiment, make the users to think 

structuredd about... 
33 Simulation models, such as the ones in the experiment,... 
44 The error messages that [MOBUM] [HOMER] presents are good 
55 Software systems, such as the ones used in the experiment, should be better used in 

thee following levels (More than one option can be selected) 

Tablee 6.9 
Generall  questions about the experiment. 

6.4.22 Results 

Appreciationn of each tool. A summary of the results of the QH and QM question-
nairess is shown in Table 6.10. Overall there was a strong preference for MOBUM over 
HOMER.. Consequently, a significant difference between the two conditions: the evalua-
tionn of MOBUM, mean 3.6 with std. deviation 1.1, and the evaluation of HOMER, mean 
2.44 with std. deviation 1.2 (1 = Strongly disagree, 5 = Strongly agree). See also Figure 
6.88 and Table 6.10 for the details. 

Thee result of the fifth question (The help and support that [MOBUM/HOMER] offers 
areare good.) is quite interesting and tells us that there has been an improvement by MOBUM 
whenn compared to HOMER. QM scored with a mean of 3.5 while QH's mean was 1.8. 

Thee internal consistency based on the average inter-item correlation, indicates that the 
resultss of both questionnaires are sufficiently reliable. Coefficients of reliability of .83 
andd .76 (Cronbach's a) were obtained for the QH and QM questionnaires respectively. 

AA variance analysis was performed to find out if the order in which the experiments 
weree performed, i.e. MOBUM first and then HOMER or vice-versa, would have an in-
fluencefluence on the results of the experiment. The seven responses in each condition for each 
participantt were averaged so that each participant contributed one data point in each con-
ditionn for the analysis. The ANOVA test of the two conditions show that the two groups 
doo not differ significantly in their responses (F(l, 26)= 2.592, p =.119). From this anal-
ysiss we can therefore conclude that the data obtained in these two situations did not differ 
significantlyy and as such no measurable effect on the appreciation of any of the tools or the 
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QH-Questionn 1 
QH-Questionn 2 
QH-Questionn 3 
QH-Questionn 4 
QH-Questionn 5 
QH-Questionn 6 
QH-Questionn 7 

QH-- Total 
Validd N (listwise) 

N N 
28 8 
28 8 
28 8 
28 8 
28 8 
28 8 
28 8 
28 8 
28 8 

Minimum m 
1.00 0 
1.00 0 
1.00 0 
1.00 0 
1.00 0 
1.00 0 
1.00 0 

Maximum m 
5.00 0 
4.00 0 
5.00 0 
5.00 0 
3.00 0 
5.00 0 
4.00 0 

Mean n 
2.4 4 
2.0 0 
3.0 0 
2.5 5 
1.8 8 
2.7 7 
2.5 5 
2.4 4 

Std.. Deviation 
1.4 4 
1.1 1 
1.2 2 
1.2 2 
1.0 0 
1.2 2 
1.2 2 
1.2 2 

QM-Questionn I 
QM-Questionn 2 
QM-Questionn 3 
QM-Questionn 4 
QM-Questionn 5 
QM-Questionn 6 
QM-Questionn 7 

QM-- Total 
Validd N (listwise) 

N N 
28 8 
28 8 
28 8 
28 8 
28 8 
28 8 
28 8 
28 8 
28 8 

Minimum m 
1.00 0 
1.00 0 
1.00 0 
1.00 0 
1.00 0 
2.00 0 
1.00 0 

Maximum m 
5.00 0 
5.00 0 
5.00 0 
5.00 0 
5.00 0 
5.00 0 
5.00 0 

Mean n 
3.6 6 
3.3 3 
3.8 8 
3.1 1 
3.5 5 
3.8 8 
3.8 8 
3.6 6 

Std.. Deviation 
1.1 1 
1.3 3 
1.1 1 
.9 9 
1.3 3 
1.0 0 
1.0 0 
1.1 1 

Tablee 6.10 
Answerss on the general impressions about HOMER and MOBUM. The mean score of HOMER based on 
QHH is 2.4 whereas MOBUM scores 3.6 using QM . 

scoree in general was detected. Table 6.11 summarises the results of the ANOVA variance 
analysis. . 

Mobum-Homer r 
Homer-Mobum m 

Total l 

N N 

14 4 
14 4 
28 8 

Mean n 

39.2143 3 
44.5000 0 
41.8571 1 

Std. . 
Deviation n 

9.25019 9 
8.08370 0 
8.93895 5 

Std. . 
Error r 

2.47222 2 
2.16046 6 
1.68930 0 

95%% Confidence 

Lowerr Bound 
33.8734 4 
39.8326 6 
38.3910 0 

Intervall  for Mean 

Upperr Bound 
44.5552 2 
49.1674 4 
45.3233 3 

Min n 

22.00 0 
33.00 0 
22.00 0 

Max x 

56.00 0 
57.00 0 
57.00 0 

Betweenn Groups 
Withinn Groups 

Total l 

Summ of Squares 
195.571 1 

1961.857 7 
2157.429 9 

df f 
1 1 
26 6 
27 7 

Meann Square 
195.571 1 
75.456 6 

F F 
2.592 2 

Sig. . 
.119 9 

Tablee 6.11 
ANOVAA analysis demonstrating that the order in which the programs were presented to the participants had 
noo influence on the overall results of QM and QH. 

Additionally,, there is a significant preference for MOBUM over HOMER when only 
thee first tool is measured in both of the situations described above (z=2.7, p=0.007). See 
tablee 6.12 for details. The same happens when only the second tool is measured (z=3.6, 
pp < 0.0005).See table 6.13 for details. . 

Again,, the reliability of the results of the QH and QM questionnaires in their roles as 
evaluatorss of the first tool, MOBUM =.71 and HOMER =.75 (Cronbachs a) as well as in 
theirr roles as evaluators of the second tool, MOBUM =.80 and HOMER =.88 (Cronbachs 
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HOMKR R MOBUM M 

Figuree 6.8 
Thee means for the QM and QH questionnaires. 

Thee first 
evaluatedd tool 

Thee orderr of the tools 
Mobum-Homer r 
Homer-Mobura a 

Total l 

N N 
14 4 
14 4 
28 8 

Meann Rank 
18.64 4 
10.36 6 

Summ of Ranks 
261.00 0 
145.00 0 

Mann-Whitneyy U 
Wilcoxonn W 

Z Z 
Asymp.. Sig. 

(2-tailed) ) 
Exactt Sig. 

[2*(l-tailedSig.)] ] 

Thee first 
evaluetedd tool 

40.000 0 
145.000 0 
-2.674 4 
.007 7 

.007(a) ) 

Tablee 6.12 
Thee Mann-Whitney (non-parametric) test for the first QM and QH questionnaires, Üiat is MOBUM in the 
MOBUM-HOMERR condition and HOMER in the HOMER-MOBUM condition. 

a)a) was verified. Thus, even when the questionnaires are used to evaluate only the first or 
onlyy the second tool, the significant preference towards MOBUM is apparent. 

Comparisonn Questionnaire This questionnaire asks the participants to compare the 
firstfirst tool used with the second one. The results of these questionnaires are supplemental to 
QHH and QM and strengthen the results obtained from their analysis. Notice that since this 
questionnairee is used to compare the first tool to the second one, the questions will differ 
accordingg to the order in which the programs were presented to the participant (MOBUM-
HOMERR and HOMER-MOBUM). For simplicity, we considered the scale ranging from 
"II  strongly agree" to "I strongly disagree" to be symmetric, that is to say, for instance, 
thatt when the answer to the question The screens in MOBUM are more insightful and un-
derstandablederstandable than the screens in HOMER " is "I agree", the assumption is made that this 
answerr is equivalent to answering "I disagree" to the question: The screens in HOMER 
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Thee second 
evaluatedd tool 

Thee order of the tools 
Mobum-Homer r 
Homer-Mobum m 

Total l 

N N 
14 4 
14 4 
28 8 

Meann Rank 
8.96 6 
20.04 4 

Summ of Ranks 
125.50 0 
280.50 0 

Mann-Whitneyy U 
Wilcoxonn W 

Z Z 
Asymp.. Sig. 

(2-tailed) ) 
Exactt Sig. 
[2*(1-tailed d 

Sig-)] ] 

Thee second 
evaluatedd tool 

20.500 0 
125.500 0 
-3.575 5 
.000 0 

.000(a) ) 

Tablee 6.13 
Thee Mann-Whitney (non-parametric) test for die second QM and QH questionnaires, that is MOBUM in 
thee MOBUM-HOMER condition and HOMER . 

areare more insightful and understandable than the screens in MOBUM. Thus, the disliking 
off  one tool is viewed as being equivalent to the liking of the other tool. There are argu-
mentss against this reasoning as the two statements are clearly not interchangeable. As 
such,, this questionnaire should only be viewed as supportive of the preceding two and not 
ass an entity on its own. 

Thee results of this comparative questionnaire support the previous findings where 
theree is a significant preference of MOBUM over HOMER (z=4.4, p<0.0005). The reli-
abilityy factor is high (Cronbachs a=.9). See table 6.14 for details. 

Compare e 
total l 

Thee order of the tools 
Mobum-Homer r 

Homer-Mobum m 
Total l 

N N 
14 4 

14 4 
28 8 

Meann Rank 
21.32 2 

7.68 8 

Summ of Ranks 
298.50 0 

107.50 0 

Mann-Whitneyy U 
Wilcoxonn W 

Z Z 
Asymp.. Sig. 

(2-tailed) ) 
Exactt Sig. 

[2*(( I-tailed Sig.)] 

Comparee total 
2.500 0 

107.500 0 
-4.401 1 
.000 0 

.000(a) ) 

Tablee 6.14 
Thee Mann-Whitney of the Comp questionnaire. 
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Generall  attitude questionnaire The first questionnaire in the experiment is about the 
generall  attitude of the participants towards computers. The results of this questionnaire 
aree presented here just as additional information about the profiles of the participants. 

Tablee 6.15 shows that most participants think they spend a normal amount of time 
usingg computers. The hours per week spent on working with the computer has a modal 
off  30 minutes and a mean of about 10 hours. 

Valid d veryy rarely 

rarely y 

normal l 

frequently y 

veryy frequently 

Total l 

Frequency y 

1 1 

6 6 
9 9 

9 9 

3 3 

28 8 

Percent t 

3.6 6 
21.4 4 

32.1 1 

32.1 1 

10.7 7 

100.0 0 

Validd Percent 

3.6 6 

21.4 4 

32.1 1 

32.1 1 

10.7 7 

100.0 0 

Cumulativee Percent 

3.6 6 

25.0 0 

57.1 1 

89.3 3 

100.0 0 

Tablee 6.15 
Thee computer usage of the subjects in the experiment.. 

Aboutt 70% of the subjects say they have very littl e programming experience, 21% 
saidd they had littl e experience and only 7% said to have some experience, see Table 6.16. 
Nonee of the subject claimed to have much or very much experience with programming. 

Valid d veryy littl e 
littl e e 

normal l 
Total l 

Frequency y 
20 0 
6 6 
2 2 
28 8 

Percent t 
71.4 4 
21.4 4 
7.1 1 

100.0 0 

Validd Percent 
71.4 4 
21.4 4 
7.1 1 

100.0 0 

Cumulativee Percent 
71.4 4 
92.9 9 
100.0 0 

Tablee 6.16 
Thee programming experience of the subjects.. 

93%% of the subjects affirmed to have private access to computers, only about 7% 
statedd not to have private access to computers, Table 6.17. The Dutch average for 2001 
wass about 74%' having private access to computers. 

Valid d yes s 

no o 

Total l 

Frequency y 

26 6 

2 2 

28 8 

Percent t 

92.9 9 

7.1 1 

100.0 0 

Validd Percent 

92.9 9 

7.1 1 

100.0 0 

Cumulativee Percent 

92.9 9 

100.0 0 

Tablee 6.17 
Thee access to private computers. 

Thee majority of the subjects were quite positive towards working with a computer. 
Thee average was above the middle of the scale (scaling from 1 to 5, with a middle of 3), 
ass Table 6.18 confirms. 

Finally,, it seems that the subjects slightly prefer watching TV to working with a PC 
(seee Table 6.19). 

'Thiss figure is taken from the CBS database. The figure was taken on November 2001 
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Valid d disappointing g 

noo opinion 

nice e 
veryy nice 

Total l 

Frequency y 
2 2 

7 7 

18 8 

1 1 

28 8 

Percent t 

7.1 1 

25.0 0 

64.3 3 

3.6 6 

100.0 0 

Validd Percent 

7.1 1 

25.0 0 

64.3 3 

3.6 6 

100.0 0 

Cumulativee Percent 

7.1 1 

32.1 1 

96.4 4 

100.0 0 

Tablee 6.18 
Attitudee towards working with a computer. 

Valid d disagree e 
partiallyy disagree 

neutral l 
partiallyy agree 
partiallyy agree 

Total l 

Frequency y 
8 8 
6 6 
8 8 
4 4 
2 2 
28 8 

Percent t 
28.6 6 
21.4 4 
28.6 6 
14.3 3 
7.1 1 

100.0 0 

Validd Percent 
28.6 6 
21.4 4 
28.6 6 
14.3 3 
7.1 1 

100.0 0 

Cumulativee Percent 
28.6 6 
50.0 0 
78.6 6 
92.9 9 
100.0 0 

Tablee 6.19 
Preferencee of watching TV compared to working with a computer ((dis)agreement with the statement: "I 
preferr working with a computer above watching TV") . 

Generall  evaluation of the experiment This final questionnaire was a general evalua-
tionn of the experiment and the presented software. It included questions about the clarity 
off  the assignment, the use of the software in general, the use of the software in educational l 
contexts,, and building models in educational contexts. 

Figuree 6.9 shows the results of this questionnaire. Two questions in this questionnaire 
Ql:: "Understandability of the assignment" and Q2: "The software promotes structured 
thinkingg about the behaviour of the system" had a positive trend; most subjects were 
mildlyy positive about them. Only one subject in Ql thought the assignment was unclear. 
Inn Q2, the answers of the participants are more regularly distributed. 

Thee answers towards Q3 were neutral ("Building models helps understanding the be-
haviourr of a system"). Most positive answers have been given to Q4 ("Interactive learn-
ing,, by articulating and organising knowledge in a computer tool, is preferred over gaining 
knowledgee by reading and listening"). 

Measuringg the Productivity A method for measuring the productivity [54] was devel-
opedd in order to evaluate and score the models created by the participants. This is done in 
aa straightforward manner by enumerating the model parts, categorising them and extract-
ingg an overall figure of merit for the productivity of the participant2. These model parts 
aree the building blocks (the entity hierarchy, relations, attributes, quantities and quantity 
spaces)) and the specification of these building blocks within model constructs (model 
fragmentss and scenarios). The scoring is based on three categories: 

22 A more complex method for measuring complexity of Garp Models has been developed by [77] 
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Figuree 6.9 

Resultss of the general evaluation. 

CC Correct model parts 

EE Erroneous model parts 

SS Superfluous model parts 

Thee values for these separate categories were measured for each model, either using 
MOBUMM or HOMER, and a total score was calculated as: 

P = C - (EE + S), 

wheree P is the total productivity. For each participant two models, one created with 
MOBUMM and one created with HOMER, were scored using the above method. 

Thee results after scoring the models produced with MOBUM and HOMER using the 
above-mentionedd method shows that there is no significant difference between the models 
producedd with one or the other (the T-test gives t=1.93, df=27, p=0.063, see Table 6.20). 
Analysingg the correct model parts only, the difference however is significant (t=2.049, 
df=27,p=0.05,, see Table 6.21). Although there is a 'small' significant difference between 
thee two groups, no strong conclusions can be drawn due to high variance among the 
subjectss (MOBUM: mean=18.6 st. with deviation=16.6, and HOMER: mean=13.5 st. 
withh deviation=l 1.0). The data shows an extremely high variance of the score, and thus an 
extremelyy high standard deviation. The created models vary highly between the individual 
subjectss and even between the conditions of individual subjects. 

Summaryy of the Results 

Thee results of the comparison study show a strong preference for MOBUM over HOMER. 
Forr all questions in Questionnaires QM and QH, MOBUM scored higher than HOMER. 

 I disagree 

 I disagree a little bit 

DD Neutral 

DD I agree a little bit 

 I agree 
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Pair r 
1 1 

Totall  Score 
Mobum m 

Totall  Score 
Homer r 

Mean n 

18.6429 9 

13.5357 7 

N N 

28 8 

28 8 

Std.. Deviation 

16.63823 3 

10.98309 9 

Std.. Error Mean 

3.14433 3 

2.07561 1 

Pairl l Totall  Score 
Mobumm * Total 
Scoree Homer 

N N 

28 8 

Correlation n 

.556 6 

Sig. . 
.002 2 

Pairr 1 Totall  Score 
Mobumm -Total 
Scoree Homer 

Mean n 

5.1071 1 

Pairedd Differences 

Std. . 
Deviation n 

13.93726 6 

Std.. Error 

Mean n 

2.63390 0 

95%% Confidence Interval 
off  the Difference 

Lower r 

-.2972 2 

Upper r 

10.5115 5 

t t 

1.939 9 

df f 

27 7 

Sig. . 
(2-tailed) ) 

.063 3 

Tablee 6.20 
Thee T-Test for comparing the total of results from MOBUM with the total of results from HOMER. 

Pair r 
1 1 

Correctt scores 
forr mobum 

Correctt scores 
forr bomer 

Mean n 

21.0357 7 

15.1429 9 

N N 

28 8 

28 8 

Std.. Deviation 

18.08310 0 

11.16779 9 

Std.. Error Mean 

3.41739 9 

2.11051 1 

Pairl l Correctt scores 
forr mobum * 

Correctt scores 
forr homer 

N N 

28 8 

Correlation n 

.545 5 
Sig--
.003 3 

Pairl l Correctt scores 
forr mobum -

Correctt scores 
forr homer 

Mean n 

5.8929 9 

Pairedd Differences 

Std. . 
Deviation n 

15.21778 8 

Std.. Error 
Mean n 

2.87589 9 

95%% Confidence Interval 

off  the Difference 

Lower r 

-.0080 0 

Upper r 

11.7937 7 

t t 

2.049 9 

df f 

27 7 

Sig. . 
(2-tailed) ) 

.050 0 

Tablee 6.21 
Thee T-Test for comparing only correct model parts. 

Thee results are weak for the measure of the productivity of both tools. We expected that 
byy being more easy to use and giving more guidance in terms of the help engine, the 
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differencee in productivity would be higher. However, there was a high variance among 
thee participants and therefore no strong conclusions can be drawn with respect to this 
issue. . 

6.55 Discussion and Conclusions 

Qualitativee analysis of system behaviour is an important aspect of science teaching. 
MOBUMM is a tool that supports users in the process of building qualitative models in 
aa learning-by-doing context, and demonstrates that users can learn satisfactorily about 
modelling.. The main conclusions that can be drawn from the research reported in this 
chapterr are the following: 

1.. Besides only allowing the building of syntactically correct models, MOBUM pro-
videss model building support from a content point of view. The help system im-
plementedd in MOBUM has knowledge about the model construction process and 
thee actual status of the model. This help system coaches users in building models 
beyondd the syntactic level. The results of our first study have shown that the help 
systemm was essential in enabling the participants to accomplish their tasks. In fact, 
mostt of the problems of the participants were solved by interacting with the imple-
mentedd agent-base help facility. Only in a few instances did the experiment leader 
intervenee or had to be called in order to provide help. 

Analysingg the usage of the agents by the novices as well as by the experts partic-
ipants,, we conclude that the usage of the help system by novices was more dis-
tributedd within builders and agents. The novices did not possess conceptual knowl-
edgee and as such had to acquire it in order to understand their task. Therefore, 
ass expected, we can see that the What is agent was regularly used in all builders. 
Guidancee in acquiring model building skills involves coaching the user in: 

 understanding the ontology for building qualitative models 

 manipulating tools with which they can represent the model 

 not allowing them to construct erroneous models (only allowing syntactically 
correctt models by providing only correct primitives to build models) 

 learning the way that model parts interact with each other. 

Experts'' usage of the agents was more centred around the Model Fragment Builder 
andd the most used agent was the Local agent, which provides feedback with regard 
too the actual state of the model. The confusions and misconceptions that arose could 
bee solved by consulting the agents and that was one of the main goals of the help 
system:: to decrease the cognitive load. As one of the participants mentioned: "the 
agentss put me on track". 

2.. The user interface of MOBUM was clearly appreciated by all participants in 
bothh experiments. The comparison study, between MOBUM and HOMER, doc-
umentedd in this chapter strengthens the positive attitude towards the user interface 
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off  MOBUM. In both situations, HOMER-MOBUM and MOBUM-HOMER, there 
was as a strong preference for MOBUM over HOMER. 

Thee development of the MOBUM system incorporated a number of design decisions. 
Thesee decisions were mainly based on the aims of minimising the cognitive load of the 
userr while preserving the generality of a domain independent approach. As a result, the 
agent-basedd help facility is applicable to any model constructed with the system. The 
generalityy of the help system is one of the main features of MOBUM, and hence every 
extensionn to the help system should be carefully considered so as to maintain this general-
ity.. A number of suggestions for improvements can be pointed out. They are summarised 
beloww and can be a source for future developments. 

Helpp System Possible improvements to the Help system and agents are the following. 
Firstly,, making the language within the static help, i.e. How to and what is, more clear and 
insightful.. The text to explain concepts and how to perform tasks can be more elaborate 
andd should avoid repeating words, as suggested by one participant. Secondly, allowing 
searchh for keywords and also a mechanism to directly access the desired information 
shouldd be implemented. For instance, the user could select an object on the screen and 
subsequentlyy call for the What is agent. Thirdly, the use of priorities within the advices 
couldd be added by ranking the rules. Then not too many advices would be available at the 
samee time and the agent could control which advice had already been given so as to not 
too show it next time. 

Thee first and second items do not require any significant change to the present system. 
Therefore,, this can be easily done without substantial adjustment and would increase user 
satisfactionn with the help system. The third item requires modifications of the reasoning 
engine.. However, these modifications are domain independent. 

Generall  User  Interface Design Some problems with the design of the user interface 
havee been pointed out and deserve further attention. At least, four main points should be 
addressed.. The most important one concerns the missing functionalities of 'copy'/*paste' 
andd 'hide/show', which were a major point of dissatisfaction with the current system. 
Especiallyy when creating a Scenario, this was a cause of frustration and when a model 
fragmentt consisted of a large number of ingredients the 'hide/show' option was needed. 
Secondly,, a re-implementation of the editor for building a new quantity space is needed, 
becausee it currently lacks important functionality. Thirdly, the way of including a model 
fragmentt as a condition must be changed. This third point can be easily resolved by 
addingg the 'copy' and 'paste' functionality, so that the user could select only the parts 
thatt he wants and copy them into another model fragment. The fourth point concerns the 
conceptt of a 'quantity space'. This is a difficult concept to grasp for the novices. It is 
nott the concept of a quantity having a set of possible values that is difficult to understand 
butt the idea of having a name to refer to the list of possible values. Depending on the 
audience,, this concept should be better addressed or camouflaged. 




